Landscape Architect / Designer

WRT is a team of landscape architects, planners, urban designers, and architects based in San Francisco and Philadelphia practicing across multiple scales nationally. WRT’s practice seeks to create impact in the communities we serve by championing our firm’s environmental ethos of designing with nature and reinforcing urbanism through our innovative work in design and planning. Our interdisciplinary team values the impact of our collective approach to improve cities while addressing the social and ecological challenges of our time.

Seeking a talented & energetic Landscape Architect/Designer with 0-2 years of experience for the San Francisco office of WRT. Design practice ranges from master planning to detailed landscape architectural design and implementation for urban waterfronts, TOD’s, urban revitalization studies, urban parks and streetscapes as well as campus projects.

Responsibilities include:

- Involvement in all stages of the design and implementation process
- Participate in, and prepare for presentations and client & community meetings
- Prepare full spectrum of design representation graphics
- Participate in fieldwork

The ideal candidate will have:

- A Bachelors or Master’s Degree in Landscape Architecture
- 0-2 years of experience in Landscape Architecture
- Commitment to design excellence, sustainability and urban revitalization
- Very strong design, graphic skills
- Strong computer skills (including AutoCAD, 3D modeling (Sketchup a/o Rhino), Revit (an added plus), Adobe Suite, MS Suite)
- Verbal and written communications skills
- Some experience with technical documentation and implementation
- Knowledge of plant materials, and skills in community engagement are desirable
- Licensure and Spanish language skills are an additional plus but not mandatory

Qualified candidates looking to apply for this position should use the following link: [http://www.wrtdesign.com/contact/careers](http://www.wrtdesign.com/contact/careers). Please submit your cover letter, resume and work samples.

WRT is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer. We strongly value diversity and an inclusive workplace.